Case study

Windsor Leisure Centre Selects Bodet to
Provide Synchronised Time Across its Centre.
Windsor Leisure Centre is a multi-purpose
leisure centre situated in Windsor.

SUMMARY

Simon Baker, Manager at Windsor Leisure Centre,
explains his experience of working with Bodet and
the benefits of using Bodet’s clock system in sport
centres.

Overview
Industry: Sport centres
Solution: Clocks & Clock system
Benefits
 Synchronised time across
the organisation
 Ensure sport classes run on
time
 Easy-to-use system

Ensuring synchronised time in your organisation
Sport centres often face timing issues for their classes. To
resolve this Windsor Leisure Centre decided to purchase a
clock system. The objective was to “ensure time was the
same throughout the facilities”.

Since the installation of Bodet’s system “the sports hall runs more efficiently for
court changes and there are no longer any timing disputes”, commented Simon.

The benefits of Bodet’s system

About Bodet Limited
Bodet has been offering
clock systems, class change
systems and Time and
Attendance solutions for
over 25 years.
Bodet’s devotion to constant
improvement has enabled
Bodet to become the
European leader in the Time
Management sector.

The ease of use of the system combined with the smart appearance of the clocks
convinced Windsor Leisure Centre to use Bodet’s clock solution: “We liked the style
of the digital clocks. The clock system is simple to use and clocks are suitable for a
swimming pool environment”.
Bodet’s system offers the possibility to add equipment as your needs increase “The
beauty of the Bodet system is that you do not have to buy everything at once. You
can add equipment & functionality to the system at any time”, explained Simon.

Reliable system & services
The quality of Bodet’s clocks & clock systems are really
appreciated by Windsor Leisure Centre. “The system has
run for nearly 4 years without any faults. There is longevity
with Bodet’s equipment”.
Bodet’s devotion to providing high-level service was also
pointed out by Simon: “The delivery and installation
happened on time. We are very happy with the service.
Bodet delivers exactly what they say they will”.

WHY NOT EQUIP YOUR LEISURE CENTRE WITH BODET’S SYNCHRONISED
CLOCK SYSTEMS. CALL US ON 01442 418800.
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